
	

Friday 28 February 2020 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

My name is Rosemary Blight and I am a founding partner and Producer at Goalpost Pictures, 
one of Australia’s most successful producers of independent film and television.  

Our credits include the 2019 Australian Box Office hit TOP END WEDDING, co-written by and 
starring Miranda Tapsell and directed by Wayne Blair; THE SAPPHIRES, also directed by 
Wayne Blair, which premiered at Cannes in 2012; the internationally acclaimed drama series 
CLEVERMAN; I AM WOMAN, based on the true story of international singing sensation Helen 
Reddy, directed by Unjoo Moon, which premiered at the 2019 Toronto Film Festival; Leigh 
Whannell’s UPGRADE, co-produced with US independent production powerhouse Blumhouse; 
and most recently Universal’s THE INVSIBILE MAN again with Leigh Whannell and starring 
Elisabeth Moss, which is currently in cinemas worldwide. We are currently in production NEW 
GOLD MOUNTAIN a western series for SBS Television. 

When I first heard of the GENERATIONS OF MEN series adaptation project, I knew 
immediately that this was a project that stood to see significant impact on both the domestic 
market and within the international sales field.  

When producing original content, one of the hardest elements that stands in the way of 
generating a return on investment is the ability to cut through a crowded market and 
communicate with a strong core audience who can champion the product on your behalf. 
GENERATIONS OF MEN has a powerful weapon in its back pocket when it comes to this 
inherent market challenge. Being based on core IP means that this project is not entering into a 
cold market; Those who already love and know Judith Wright’s work will be stirred to action 
when they’re given the opportunity to engage with the story, acknowledged now across almost 
sixty years of Australian cultural legacy, in a new cinematic form. The project carries immense 
potential to engage with Australia’s number 1 cinema-going audience: the female 25 - 40+ 
audience. This is the audience that Australia’s major distributors work to get into cinemas on a 
regular basis, and an audience that can find substantial support within a financing environment. 

Creating any kind of screen content is a difficult proposition within the Australian landscape, so 
it’s crucial that any project is carefully evaluated for the value proposition it provides, not only to 
an end audience, but to significant funding partners along the way. GENERATIONS OF MEN is 
a project that has already cleared large hurdles that would otherwise stand in the way of funding 
opportunities due to its unique position as being based on original, highly regarded and 
enduring IP inclusive of the Producer’s dedication to community engagement and diverse 
participation.  

This community investment is of huge interest and appeal to production companies such as 
Goalpost Pictures, as it establishes the groundwork of creative collaborations and identifies new 
voices for Australian content. 

The four stage level of engagement places the Producers in an excellent position to spearhead 
and showrun the development of a TV Drama in the region. They have already identified and 
built relationships with regional talent and have diversified their funding options to elevate new 
voices coming into the industry. 

By creating and upholding a community-focused approach, and with the additional development 
of a proof of concept to showcase the regional stories ready to be told, producers Elizabeth 
Simard and Joanna Joy are positioning themselves competitively within the market. 

 

 



	

 

They’re equipping themselves with a sales asset that stands to unlock a budget that not only will 
see this story told on the scale it deserves but will also carry with it significant economic impact 
to its region of production. A measured investment in a short film proof of concept stands to 
usher in a much greater impact and potential for cinematic storytelling. 

I believe GENERATIONS OF MEN the series has been entrusted to thoughtful and sincere 
hands, as each of these key creators carries a deep passion to tell this story with integrity and in 
a way that celebrates its legacy and forges new ground, and strongly support their application 
for the Flying Arts Regional Community Grant. 
 

Your Sincerely, 

 

__________________________ 

 

Rosemary Blight 

PRODUCER 




